TODAY’S “SHORT TOPIC”
LEONARD PITTS
IS AT IT AGAIN!
HE CAN’T RESPECT
THOSE WHO
DISAGREE WITH HIM!
By Stephen L. Bakke

January 29, 2015

Here’s what provoked me:
In a recent rant, Leonard Pitts Jr. referred to opinions different from his own as: lies, fakes,
unfact, untruth, bluster, arrogance, gonad-grabbing swagger, racist, sexist, homophobic,
Islamophobic, paranoid, manufactured outrage, brazen disregard, aberrant, claptrap, and
likened Fox News to “a sewer for stinking.” Mr. Pitts, in his desire to squash demagoguery,
sometimes slips deeply into that zone himself. Maybe that’s why I’m so fond of him - he often
permits his flawed humanity to show through.
Here’s my response:
Leonard Pitts is at it Again! He Can’t Respect Those Who Disagree With Him!
In a recent rant (1-28), Leonard Pitts referred to opinions different from his own as: lies, fakes,
unfact, untruth, bluster, arrogance, gonad-grabbing swagger, racist, sexist, homophobic,
Islamophobic, paranoid, manufactured outrage, brazen disregard, aberrant, claptrap, and likened
Fox News to “a sewer for stinking.” While focusing on the recent Fox News embarrassment over the
French “Islamic no-go zones” characterization, he was really expressing vitriol for many who
believe differently than he.
In the 1-28 rant Pitts pointed to “ACA death panels” as an example of “gonad-grabbing swagger” by
Fox. While I believe using “death” terminology was unfortunate, it all started from a basis in fact
over fear the ACA would ration health care to citizens based on age, condition, or some other
measurement.
Remember the ACA architect Dr. Ezekial Emanuel? Back in 2009 he insinuated a desire to discuss
whether medical care should be first reserved for the non-disabled, and not guaranteed to those
“who are irreversibly prevented from being or becoming participating citizens … (e.g.) … patients
with dementia.”
Mr. Pitts, in his desire to squash demagoguery, sometimes slips deeply into that zone himself.
Maybe that’s why I’m so fond of him - he often permits his flawed humanity to show through.
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